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Muirhead v.The Commercial Cable Company.

KENNEDY, J.-I am much obliged. With regard to the other point which
Mr. Pollard brought under my notice in argument, I am quite clear that the
fact of there being a claim and demand in the writ, is not a demand within the
operation of the section which constitutes a demand. I think it is quite clear
and settled law, as I understand it, that that is insufficient. I have considered 5
that point, and I think it is insufficient. I must, therefore, decide against you
on both grounds. I think, from what I can see, there seems to be no doubt
about it.

Before the ATTORNEY.GENERAL.-.January 2r3rd and April 20th 1~94.

IN THE MATTER OF LEVINSTEIN'S ApPLICATION FOR A PATENT. 10

Opposition to sealing of patent on the grounds (1) that the invention had
been patented Ott an application of prior date, and (2) that the invention
has been obtained from the Opponent. The Comptroller decided to seal. a
patent subject to an amendment of the Specification. The Attorney-General
affirmed the Uomptroller's decision. .15

On the 26th of October 1892 Ivan Levinstein applied for a patent for an
invention, entitled "Improvements in the method of and apparatus for
.' concentrating sulphuric acid and other liquids." Aecording to this invention
the acid or other liquid to be concentrated passed down a certain series of
similar open-topped glass vessels, each vessel having a delivery spout or lip 20
projecting over the top of the next lowest vessel in the series. The top of each
vessel wasjshaped in a peculiar way, in order to facilitate its removal when
desired past the delivery spout or lip of the adjacent vessel. When sulphuric
acid was the liquid treated, it passed from the lower end of the series of
concentrating vessels into a receiver, where it was cooled, and where it served 25
to absorb the heavy fumes gi ven off from the concentrating vessels.

The application was opposed by Thomas George Webb on the grounds
(1) that the invention had been patented on his application of prior date
(No. 2343 of 1891), and (2) that the invention had been obtained from him.

During the proceedings before the Comptroller the Applicant proposed to 30
cancel five of the original claims of his Specification and to limit the scope of
two of the remaining five claims. The remaining claims as amended were
improvements in details upon the type of apparatus claimed in the Opponent's
Specification. In themselves the Comptroller held that they were not included
within the Opponent's claims, and therefore as regards the first of the above 35
grounds of opposition, the Applicant was entitled to a patent. In view,
however, of all the circumstances of the case, the Comptroller required that
the Applicant's Specification should contain a statement which would clearly
inform the public of the existence of the Opponent's Specification. With
regard to the second ground of opposition, the evidence was very contradictory, 40
and the Comptroller decided that the Opponent had not made out his case. He
therefore decided to seal a patent.

The Opponent appealed, and the case was heard by the Attorney-General.
Imray appeared as agent for the Appellant. Moulton, Q.C., and .Cat the

second hearing) Clare appeared as Counsel for the Respondent. 45
The case came first before the Attorney-General on the 23rd of January 1894,
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In the Matter of Levinstein's Application for a Patent.

when, after arguments from both sides, it was adjourned to enable witnesses to
be called, The adjourned hearing took place on tho 20th of April 1894, when
witnesses on both sides were examined at considerable length.

Sir CHARLES RUSSELL, A.G.-Two questions arise in this case :-(1) Whether
5 the alleged invention of Leuinstein has been patented in the prior patent of

the Opponent Webb (No. 2343 of 1891), and (2) whether such alleged invention
has been obtained from Webb. In view of the allegations made in the
declarations put forward on the part of Webb, and of the fact that Leuinstein
and Webb had joined in August 1892 in a joint application for certain alleged

10 improvements in the method of concentrating sulphuric acid, I thought it right
to afford a fuller opportunity to Webb than he had had before the Comptroller
(when he appeared in person) of pntting forward his case.

After fully considering the matter I have come to the conclusion that the
decision of the Comptroller on both the questions raised is right. 'I'he alleged

1~ invention of Leuinstein is clearly only an improvement on and subsidiary to
Webb's Patent, of which the essential features are (1) a series of vessels on
descending steps, with (2) tubes to take the overflow from each higher vessel,
and carry it to the bottom of each snceeeding lower vessel, I therefore think.
that it is just to Webb, and in the public interest, that there shall be a reference

20 to Webb's prior patent in that of Leuinstein, if the latter is to be sealed.
But the question remains. Is Levinstein's alleged invention covered oJ that

of Webb? I have already described generally the character of the latter; and,
assuming that of Leuinstein's to be altered as agreed to before the Comptroller,
I am of opinion that it is not satisfactorily established that it is covered by

25 that of Webb. I think some of the claims are open to criticism forgenerality,
but I cannot at this stage say that Levinstein is to be debarred from such
advantage as a patent may give him, and I do not think that Webb will be
prejudiced in his legitimate rights by Levinstein's patent being sealed.

As to the second question,-whether Levinstein got his invention from Webb.
30 The controversy mainly turned upon the flattened upper edge of the vessels.

This is a question of fact; and.. having carefully weighed the evidence, I come to
the conclusion that it is not made out to my satisfaction that that invention (for
what it may be worth) was obtained by Levinstein from Webb. The result,
therefore, is that the Comptrotler's decision will be affirmed, that Leoinstein's

35 Patent will be sealed as passed by the Comptroller, and each of the parties to
this Appeal will bear his own costs.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CUANCERY DIV~SION.

Before Mr. JUSTICE CHITTY. April 27th and May 9th 1894.

TADMANV. OWENS.

40 Patent.-A ction. for infrinqement. -J.l{otion for interlocutoru inj'u,ncflon.-
Want of subject-matter.c-Idotion dismissed.

In an action for infrinqemeni of (r patent for an i-nvention "01 a neio
mourninq coach," the Plaintiff mooed for an interlocutoru injunction.

The Judge refused the motion with costs, expressinq his opinion that the
45 alleged invention was not subject-matter of a patent.

On the 31st of July 1891, a patent (No. 13,OO~ of 1891) was granted to
Thomas Tadman, for an invention of "An improved mourning coach." The
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